10 hours

FULL DAY RURAL EXPERIENCE - FROM SKOPJE
Including lunch in village Belitsa & visit to Jasen natural reserve

Why private tour?
.

Tour Code 112

No other people on the tour,
Departure date is chosen by you,
Possibility to extend
or reduce the program,
Flexibility during the tour

Have you ever wondered what the rural area of central Macedonia looks like?
- Maybe not, but we are here to change that!
In this tour you will spend a day having a round trip and visit the rural area of central Macedonia, Jasen natural
reserve as well as the picturesque mountain village of Belitsa.

What is included
Pick up/Drop off at any hotel or address;
In the morning you will start from your hotel in Skopje. Your first stop will be after 2 hours in the small town of
Private transportation with air conditioned
Makedonski Brod, from here is where your rural experience officially begins.
car or van according the itinerary;
From her for 30 minutes you will drive on the local road and arrive at your destination, the village of Belitsa.
Services of an English speaking tour guide
Near the village there are numerous underground caves, the most famous ones being: Momichak, Laparnica and
(for parties 1-3 pax, guide will be a driver)
Lunch at local restaurant in village Belitsa
Gulubarnica. The Momichak cave is known for its cave lakes, the Laparnica cave is the longest of the mentioned
Coffee break at local family in village Nova
caves (a complex cave with cave channels about 200 meters long) and the Golubarnica cave is known for the
Breznica
cave pearls, as well as the mysterious human skull found in it. The nearest cave is reachable within 1 hour light
1 bottle of water per person and
walking one way. Here you will be invited to taste a local fish speciality together with locally sourced vegetables
WiFi on board - complementary
and home-made cheese.
---------------------------------------------------------Not included
In the afternoon drive along the largest artificial lake in Macedonia, Kozjak lake. The narrow mountain road
Guide on other language than English passes across the scenic Jasen nature reserve, at Jakupica mountain range.
supplement may apply;
Gratuities for the driver/guide (not obligatory)
The most famous peak of Jakupica is Solunska glava (2540m) along with several other peaks higher than 2000m.
Personal travel insurance
Your next and final destination of the tour is a small village of Nova Breznica located immediately after the exit
from the Jasen reserve, where you will have the chance to go to a traditional rural family house and get to know ---------------------------------------------------------Tour Information
the daily life of the owners (which are locals of course) as well a have a cup of traditional coffee or tea.
Tour code: 112
In the late afternoon back to Skopje
Booking deadline:
3 days before departure date
Duration: 10 hours
Departure date and time - you will choose
Pick up / Drop off:
Any hotel or address within Skopje
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